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situdtkn [1]. At a rate of “once eve~ five minutes,
refletiivity infomatimt wilI be gathered on stem cells
which are located out to a distance of approximately 460
km from the radar, This distant weather iifomation is
then mapped into the available set of PRF values from
which will be selected the PRFs for subsequent use. The
mapping procedure is illustrated in Fig. 1. Here one
sees range from the radar plotted as a function of PRF
value, where the various cuwes denote first, the
unambiguous range internal, followed by nth trip
foldover bounds. For puposes of ilhtstiation, a high
priority region is defined to be from Oto 25 h from the
radar. and the subsequent shaded regions depict ntb trin
potential obscuration to that region {s a fun~lon of PM
value.
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Figure 1. Adaptive PRF selection. ne intersection ofIhc
lbteSConjoining the distant weather with the cumes deflflin~
the nth trip foldover bounds indicate which PRF values will
result in range contamination to the high priority region.

A hypothetical stem is located in tiIs figure,
centered approximated 200 h from the radar and
spreading 10 km in either dlrectimt, The Pm selection
algorithm maps tils Stem informatiO” i“tO the pm
domain so as to provide an assessment of obscuration
conditions within the high priority region as a function
of PRF value. Those PRFs which would result in 2nd tiip
obscuration from tiIs stomt within the tigh priority
region, as well as those PRFs which would result in 3rd
trip obscuration, are so indicated, After mapping all
such identified stems into the PRF domain, the
technique selects that PRF which minimizes the
obscuration to the high priority region. (As discussed
later, the tichnique is funher expanded to include
obscuration minimization over multiple priority regions,)

PRF values between. 600. and 2000 HZ are
illustrated on the above figJre. The operational version
of the algorithm at the TDWR testbed considers only
PRFs between 700 and 1220 Hz, as these values
represent the available S–Band set. The TOWR Pm set,
however, is expected to be a discrete set of values
between 1000 and 2000 Hz, Figure 1 provides a means
of visualizing the anticipated increase in range
contamination due to operating at the higher PRF set.
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4. EFFE~ENESS OF ADAm Pm
SELEC~ON

A comprehensive investigation covering various
aspects of the adaptive PRF selection technique bas
recently been completed [2]. Two of the goals of this
investigation were to provide a quantitative assessment
of the effectiveness of the technique at the S-Band
TDWR testbed sensor, as well as a quantitative
assessment of the anticipated effectiveness of the
tichnique for the C-Band TDWR system.

Eve~ five minutes d“ri”g “omaI data g~theri”g
exercises, the TDWR testbed radar suweys the distant
weather simation using a low elevation, 35o Hz PRF
scan with full 360-deg azimuthal coverage, This .-
procedure was initiated at the testbed site in June of
1987, and a distant weather database exists from that
time. A set of fifteen days from this database was
seletied for the investigation. ~is set was selected so as
to be representative of all stem types and obscuration
conditions (i.e., mild rainshowers to severe ,, ,, ~~
thunderstorms) which occur within the Denver, CO, area
during the June through October time frame.

Modifications were made to an off-line version ~ ; ::
of tbe PRF selection technique which enabled the
simultaneous processing of the seletied distant weather
data set assuming two distinct spans of PRF values:
700-1220 Hz to match the S-Band testbed span, and
1000-2000 Hz to approximate the anticipated C-Band
TDWR epatt. Extensive off-line obscuration assessment
was then conducted on the data set, and an example of
the processing which occurred for one of these days,
June 12, 1987, assuming a C-Band PRF scenario
follows. (~is example will illustrate Pm selection for

the microbttrst suweilimtce regio% similar processing is
conducted for the gust front region PRF selection.)

Approximately seven hours of weather data were
gathered by the testbed radar on June 12, 1987, Once
eve~ five minutes over the duration of this tiack, the
distant weather scan was conducted, and an example of
the output of this scan at 2217 ~ appears as Fig, 2,
For this analysis, distant weather is defined to be
contained within the two circles as illustrated, and
funher defined to be any radar sampling bin which
mrpasses a site dependent, season dependent threshold
value (typically on the order of 7 dB SNR) *. Stapleton ,:’,
hternational Airpon is located approximately 15 h to
the nonhwest of the testbed site, and for Denver
operations, the microburst suweillance region is
contained within a 120-deg sector out to a range of
approximately 35 km from the testbed,

The obscuration mapping function is performed
on this weather data, and is seen to result in the two
obscuration profiles of Figs. 3 and 4. These comespond
to two priority zones wtich are to be protected; i.e., a ,,

zone immediately surrounding the airpon mnways
(roughly 100 sq km in area), and a second zone which
encompasses the total microburst surveillance region
(roughly. 13.00 sq knt). The selection criteria states that
it is of highest priority to minimize obscuration within
the airpoti runway zone. Subject first to this constraint,
the Pm selection technique subsequently seeks to
minimize obscuration over the larger area contained
within the 120-deg sector,

. 7 dB SNR corresponds to a first trip reflectivity of roughly

-8 dBz at the nominal airport rarDseof 15 km.
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Figure 2. Distant weather on June 12, 1987, at 2217 ~,
Distant weather within the ]20-deg se~t~r affect$ selection
of PRF for microburst smeillance while all diztant weuther
@ects se!ection of PRFfur gut pent sumeillance.
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Obscuration assessment over airport runways on
Ju;e J2, 1987, at 2217 W. me minimum obscuration Ieve!
(in sq km) iSjrSt located, A small threshold VaIUe~ added
to minimum level and all PRF values which result in
obscuration less than the result are considered acceptable.
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Figure 4, Obscuration assessment over 120-deg SeCIOr tO u

range of 35 km on June 12, 1987, at 2217 W. From the
acceptable set of PRF values (as determined in Fig. 3) that
PRF which results in a minimum level of obscuration over
the 120-deg sector is selected as optimal.
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From each of the obscuration vrofiles. four

values are recorded for futier analysis: ;he maximum

level of obscuration that could have resulted over the
span of available Pm values, the minimum level of
obscuration, the average level of obscuration, and the
optimal level of obscuration. (Since the technique seeks
to minimize obscuration in two separate zones using the
same PRF value, the optimal level is not necessarily the
minimum level.) A cumulative compilation of these four
values over the duration of the track, when properly
scaled, permits an assessment of the overall

effectiveness of the technique for Oze day in question.
Figure 5 provides the cumulative results of the June 12,
C-Band example for tie microburst surveillance region.
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Figure 5. Cumulative assessment of obscuration conditions
and PRF selection pe~omance over microburst sumeillance
re8ion (120-de8 sector) for a C-Band scenario for June 12,
1987. For this Gumple, maimm level of potential
obscuration represents approximately 21% of the total
area, avera8e level represents 11%, minimum level 3~o and
optimal JeveJ (afier PRF technique) represents 4%.

Results as derived above were obtained for each
of tfte fifteen days of the data set and were then
averaged over tie data set so as to provide performance
characteristics of the PRF technique over aJl types of
obscwation conditions. Table I provides a summa~ of
the obscuration potentials (i.e., maximum, minimum
and average Jevels of obscuration - Max, Min, Avg)
which can be expected assuming the WO different spans
of Pm values for both zones of interest. This table
also provides an indication of obscuration conditions
following application of the Pm selection technique
fi.e., optimal - Opt) for these two zones. hspection
across the rows of the table indtcates that the increase in
potential obscuration conditions to be expected in the
~~ system over chat experienced in the ~~
testbcd environment is on the order of 50 to 100%.

TABLE 1: IWEST1GATION RESULTS

( PERCE~ AREA OBSCURED )

RUWAYS 120-deg SECTOR
( 100 $q km ) ( 1300 sq km )

Max Mi” A,g opt Max MI” A,g opt

TESTB’ED
(S-Band) 14% <lx $% 1% 11% <1% 6% 1%

TDWR
(C-Band) 22% z% 10% 3% 17% 2% 10% 5%

,..,.,. .. .
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~, TJzis analysis quantitatively eshblishes the
itrrpdmance of adaptive Pm selection as a primary
method in significantly reducing Ore potential for
obscuration within operationally significant coverage
areas for both the S-band TD~ testbed and C-band
~WR systems. This reduction is observed by
comparing’ the figures within the columns labeled Max
and Avg with those within the column labeled Opt. A
worse case scenario for the TDWR system, for example,
indicates that approximately 22V0 of the airport mnways
would be obscured at any given time (on average, this
obscuration would be on the order of 10Yo), yet with
adaptive Pm selection, the expected obscuration is
reduced to only 3%. (The corresponding figures for the
testbed radar are seen to be 14%. 57. and 19..
respectively,)

The above analysis provides a mechanism by
which one can surmize that roughly 3% of the ai~ort
runways are expected to be obscured following adaptive
PW selection during TDWR microbttrst sumeillance
operations. This figure represents an average statistic,
averaged first over individual track duration and ~e~Ond
Over the selected data set. The disEib”tiO” abO~t that
average figure is also of interest and appears in Fig. 6,
Here one sees various levels of obscuration conditions
which are expected to exist following application of the
PW technique. This information is distributed over the
total track time of all fifteen days ..of the data set for
both testbed and TDWR system and for both zones of
interest, (The final impact of these levels of obscuration
on data quality considerations depends, once again, On
the relative comparison of the in-wip and out-of-trip
signalstrengths.) Clearly, adaptive FRF selection can
minimize, but not totally eliminate range obscuration,
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Figure 6. Time distribution over which various obs~urati~n
conditions are expected to occur following adaptive PRF
selection for testbed and TDWR system, a) Highest priority
airport runway zone, b) 2nd priority 120-deg sec!or.

5. mm EFFORTS

While adaptive PRF selection is felt tO be ~“
excellent first step in tile range obscura !:on mitigation

effort, additional mitigation techniques are being
investigated for possible use within the ~WR system.
h enhancement to the PRF selection technique itself is
being considered whereby multiple Pm values would be
used within a sumeillance sector. kstead of selecting a
single Pm value for use within the 120-deg microburst
surveillance sector, for example, the sector would be
partitioned into smaller segments (eg., four 30-deg
segments) and the PRF used within individual segments
would be selected based solely on distint weather
conditions within the segment,

A promising technique to augment adaptive Pti
selection is radar phase modulation [5,6]. By
modulating the phase of the outgoing pulse, and
compensating” for the modulation only for signals
retiming within the unambiguous range internal, the
emOr, due to out-of-trip conwib”tions witil” fie radial
veloclty field can be significantly reduced. Depending
upon the modulation strategy and the relative smengths
and velocities of the in-trip and out-of-trip signals,
valid in-trip velocity estimates may be achieved even in
tie presence of significant conmmination (eg.,
out-of-trip signal levels comparable to those of the
in-trip). This mitigation technique is expected to be
used in conjunction with adaptive Pm selection and is
currently an area of active research and experimentation
within the TDWR testbed.
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